



































































































































































































THE PLAN FOR THESE TALKS

1 Explain how one can hope to define
a knot invariant by counting
minimal surfaces in 1H which fill
a given knot K E 53

This is an example of Fredholm differential

topology Smale Donaldson

2 Explain why this is actually a

Gromov Witten invariant her a

special SINGULAR symplectic manifold

3 Describe what new avenues this opens
up

Dehne invariants at knots KEY by
counting minimal surfaces in certain
M with 2M Y






































































































































































































Deline invariants at knots KEY

by counting J hot curves in

certain symplectic Z with
Oz 4 5

Are these invariants related to
classical knot invariants

Eg I conjecture that the

Alexander polynomial or more

generally HOMELY Pt actually
counts minimal surfaces in 1H

4 Introduce the technical tools needed
m this whole story

Fredholm theory at DEGENERATE

elliptic operators

Special behaviour at minimal
surfaces in 144 near infinity






































































































































































































knots minimal surfaces

and J holomorphic curves

I The main result in brief

het k e 53 be a knot

ie image at a smooth embedding
81 53

Regard S as boundary at infinity
of hyperbolic 4 space 1H

Eg Poincare ball model

Gyp
It

on B x I exist

2134 53






































































































































































































3D Example hyperbolic catenoid

Due to Mori
82 2,143

to

Minimal
surface at circles at
revolution latitude







































Theorem

The number at complete minimal
discs in 1114 which have boundary
at infinity equal to k is a
KNOT IN VARIANT of K

1 The number nCk of minimal
discs billing K B FINITE

2 Ih ko and K can be joined
by a path of knots ke then

n ko n kn

There are caveats but I will
come to them

Example

Consider H Cx xz o o EB

H is totally geodesic copy of H



OH U E S a copy of the
UN KNOT

So we have one minimal filling
at U

Can use maximum principle to show
there are no others I'll explain
how later

so u U 1

Now let It be ANY unknot
no matter how wiggly

wifi



Since uct n U 1
there is a minimal disc billing I

This was already known by other
methods

And her more complicated surfaces

Let L E 53 be an ORIENTED LINK

with k components

ie image at k smoothly embedded

disjoint copies of 8 plus direction

T 7

HOPF

LINK



WHITEHEAD
LINK

U

Conjecture

It is possible to count connected
oriented minimal surfaces of genus g
in 144 which bill L with correct
orientation and obtain a topological
link invariant ng

L

I will explain what is known m

this direction and what remains

to be done

I The Alexander polynomial

Suppose we can define ng
L



How could we actually compute it

I strongly believe it is related to
the Alexander polynomial

here is Conway's approach to the
Alexander polynomial

To each link L we have a

polynomial Act in a single
variable z

Take a diagram at a link and
focus on a crossing We can

swap the crossing or resolve
the crossing and in this way we

get two other links

t
t

t
t

t t

Lt L Lo



The Alexander polynomial it z is the

unique polynomial which satisfies

1 Conway's Skein relation

ALA AL Cz ZALE
2 Normalisation

Au z 1 U unknot

Calculating A is quite easy

A 00

Lt L Lo

Since 4 L we see that

Audu 0

More generally A vanishes her ANY

SPLIT LINK



C L L I Lz is SPLIT if you
can bind disjoint open bath containing
In and I respectively

05 A
Lt H LEAHY Lo U

So Alexander poly at Hopf link is

Antz Z

EI 8
LET L U LE H

So Alexander polynomial at trefoil is

At t I I



Conjecture

The Alexander polynomial at an oriented
link L with k eamponents is given by
counting onnected oriented minimal billing
in 144 at Les by the hermula

A Cz ugly 22g
htt

Remarks

1 Ayla Z H Hopf link

So the conjecture predict that any
Hopf link is filled by a minimal
annulus

For certain symmetric Hopf links this
has been verified by M T Nguyen

2 A z 1 E T trefoil



So the conjecture predict that any
trefoil is billed by a minimal
disc and a minimal surface at

genus one

3 In general Ayla is relatively easy
to compute via the skein relation

But minimal surfaces are very hard
to find You need to solve a

non linear PDE

So
proving their conjecture would

give a fantastic existence theorems
for minimal surfaces

Two tests

1 In the expression Ig ugly 35th
when Kis even only odd powers of t
appear and when k is odd only even

powers appear



The same happens her Ac z One
can prove this from the skein
relation Exercise

2 For a split link L L H Lz
Ayla 0

M T Nguyen has proved that it

In and he are very far apart near

opposite poles at S then there is no

connected minimal surface billing
Lad Lz

Assuming ngk can be defined
this then implies that ng 4th 0
as we would hope

Time permitting I will explain
why I believe this conjecture and
how one might try and prove it

There is also a conjecture relating
minimal surfaces to the HOMELY PT



polynomial which I might have
time to explain

I Strategy for defining ngk

Recall the definition of the degree of a map

Let P X Y be a smooth proper map
between manifolds of the same dimension

with Y connected

The degree at B is given by counting
solutions x to Bex y her generic yay
In more detail

Yay is a regular value at p it
her all x e p ly dp is surjective

When
y is regular B y EX is

a submanifold at dimension dim X dimY

Sar'd's Theorem Almost all y e
Y are

regular values at p



Since dim X dim Y B ly is a

O dim submanifold and so a set
of points

Since B is proper this set is finite

Since X Y are oriented each point
x ep

Y comes with a sign

dy Tax TyY is an isomorphism

It dfx preserves orientations we say x

is POSITIVE

It dB reverses orientations we say x

is NEGATIVE

degp
signed count of

points in
p lyher a regular value y



Need to check that this doesn't

depend on the choice of regular
value ye Y that we use

Let go y
EY be two regular values

of P
A path y EY hor tf fo it is

transverse to f it her any x Ep ye

dpx Ly TAY
When yt te 6,73 is transverse top
U B ly is a submanifold of X
EEN

with boundary p Cyo U B ly
Important fact It go and y are

regular values at p cand Y i

connected there is a path ye
joining them that is transverse top



Suppose ye is transverse to B so that

Z egg f ye is ID submanifold

with boundary

Since B is proper Z is compact
so a union of closed metals

Z

flyd
if scan

I also inherits an orientation

It Apx TIX TyY is tve isomorphism

then we pull back orientation hour
path ya to TxZ



It Apx TX TyY a ve isomorphism

then we pull back Minus the

orientation how the path ye to TxZ

Can check these match up across

the critical points x EZ where

dPx has ID kernel

So Z is oriented cobordism hom

p ly
to fly

each agrees

Z
i

flyd

80

T

Yo y



In this example

B Cyo t t polyp 1

p Cy t t t fly 1 1

Both counts agree and give

deg p 1

Smale's Fredholm degree

let P I Y be a smooth map
between infinite dimensional Banach
manifolds with Y connected

Suppose that B is Fredholm I.e that

her every Xe H

dBx THE Teeny
is a Fredholm map

This means that



1 Ker dB and Coker dB are

both finite dimensional

2 Im dpx ftp.exif is dosed

Suppose moreover that index of dB is 0

ind dpp dim Ker dy dim cokerdpx

Finally suppose also that p a PROPER

Then the whole story above goes through
apart from the discussion of signs

We define degB E 212 as

of solutions to fix y hor y
a regular value of B mod 2

To get 21 valued degree we need

analogue of orientations

Given X E Jt deline

Andply Akerdpx xo Makerdat



These copies at IR hit together to give
a line bundle Indp If

We assume we have a trivialisation of
this bundle

It y pix is regular value so coker 0

then Ker dB Tx p Cy
So trivialisation at ndp I IR orients

pity
With this extra data we can now make

sense at degP E Z as a

signed count just as before

Using Fredholm degree to define ugly
Let Jtg k be the set of complete
minimal surfaces in 1H which are

diffeomorphic to the interior at a

compact surface of genus g and with
with k bdry components



Let Ya denote the set at k component
links m 53

Each connected component at Yk
corresponds to a topological dam of
links

Sending a minimal surface to its

boundary defines a map

P Jtg h Yr

Suppose we could define the degree
of B as B L be a regular
value Le Th at p
Then we would have our link invariant

ng
L deg B over connected

component containing L



Example More s catenoid in 3D

Circles

me

Purple circles are critical value at B
Below we have two solutions opposite signs
Above we have No solutions

To make this happen we need to do the

following things



O Prove 2k is a Banach manifold

This is standard providing we use eg
Holder regularity not C links

1 Prove Hgh is a Banach manifold

Again we need to use appropriate
function spaces here

2 Prove B B Fredholm

3 Prove index at B is zero

4 Trinalise indCdf

5 Show B is proper

Points 1,2 3,4 are now theorems

BUT B IS NOT PROPER

Inspired by Alexakis n Mazzeo who counted
minimal surfaces M 1113 this way There
B really is proper



 



Example of what can go wrong
Mt Nguyen

Use the ball model at A

Consider D Cx xz o o E B
and I O O X xy EB

a pair of minimal discs

Standard
2 DUB Ho Hopf link in S

Theorem Nguyen

1 DoD is the ONLY minimal filling of Ho

2 There is a path He at Hopf links
te Co i such that her each t 0

He is billed by a minimal annulus At

At Dub

At Hot o



As t 0 the waist of At pincher
and the annulus degenerates into
the pair of discs DVD

compare holomorphic curves zw t in d

Conjecture

For each g
k there is a codimension 2

subset Bg EY at bad links

such that

1 B Jtg h Y is proper

over Yul Bsk
2 YulBsh has the same

connected components as Yp
Bg h has codin 2

When 1 1 and g
0 so we are

counting minimal discs billing knots
this is a theorem



To understand why the conjecture might be
true we need a completely new

perspective on minimal surfaces

I The Eells Salamon correspondence

that interlude

An almost complex structure on a manifold
X is an endomorphism J TX TX
with J2 1

J makes TX into a complex vector bundle

One important source of examples are

complex manifolds Charts take values
in Q Transition function are

holomorphic

Recall p Q Q is holomorphic
if dy o n i o dy So Ja xi
makes sense on TX

Not all almostcomplex structures came this

way Alg top gives simple condition for



existence at J

It CX Jx and CYTy are almost
complex manifolds a map f X Y
is called Ctx Jy holomorphic it

df oJy Jyodf

Now her minimal surfaces in 113

I E R an oriented surface

Rotation by 90 on each TI
deliver almost complex structure on I

Actually a ID complex manifold i
a Riemann surface

n I 52 the Gauss map

Weierstrass's Theorem

I is minimal if and only it n

is anti holomorphic ie drone iodu



4D analogue is due to Jim Eells and
Simon Salamon Uses twister spaces
themselves invented by Roger Penrose

Let Mig be oriented Riemannian
4 Mhd

Given Xe M write

J IM IM linear St

J 1
2x Jis orthogonal gotJu glum

J orientation is positive

SEE I s

Get 5 bundle 77M called
the twister space at M

Z has a tautological almost complex
structure actually 2 at them

write V Ker da E TZ



V R vertical tangent bundle
ie those tangent vectors m Z which
are tangent to fibres at Te

Metric
g defines Levi Civita connection

and so a connection in all associated
bundles including Z

So can define horizontal vectors
H ETZ a complement to V

At z e Z da Hz Try M
is an isomorphism

TI Vz He I V2 TAM
JI I Ju jz

Jt is the Atiyah Hitchin Singer
structure sometimes integrable
Z Jt is a whole story in itself
but not her us today



J is the Eells Salamon structure
Never integrable but very important
for minimal surfaces

Let f I M be an immersion

born an oriented surface

fig maker I a Riemann surface

Let x ffp H Tpt E TM
is 2 dim subspace

Lemma there is a unique z e Zx St

If CTF is j complex live with

correct orientation

j preserver dffTpI and so also
the orthogonal complement

Now j is completely determined by
requirement that it respects orientations
at TxM and TF







Twister space of H

Look at definition at Z 1144

It only sees the metric
guy

on 1H

up to scale

suis 191ft
8

Gendidean and
guy

delve the

same twist or space

Write Z Bt her tristar space at
closed 4 ball

II is compact manifold with boundary

22 I 53 52

Interior Z is twister space at H



How IZ Vz Hz is defined

by Levi Civita connection at H

This is DIFFERENT for gyp and geuclidean
and so horizontal bundle Doesn't

extend up to 22

And nor does Eells Salamon I

As we will soon see it has a particular
type of singularity at OZ

Aside Atiyah Hitchin finger structure Jt
is actually contormally invariant and
so I J is the same her gyp and
G Euclidean This is not obvious how
the way I've described things

From now on Z J is twister space
at 1114 with J J Eells Salamon



V The Moduli Space at J hot curves

Now let I be compact surface at genus g
with k bdry components and interior Z

We want to study pairs u j where

j is a complex structure on I

w 221 22

n an away
u E j Z J is holomorphic

ci du oj Jo du

We also divide out by diffeomorphisms
of I pulling back j and reparametrising
the map u

Jtg b C j I holds Dib CE

is the moduli space at J hot curves



Or equivalently genus g minimal
surfaces

Want to apply theory at J hot curves
Fredholm compactness to try and

define the degree of the boundary
map

p Jtg h Yk

Blu I Tcu 22

Intersections and properness at B
First let's see why this shows a

possible solution to non propernenolf

Recall Nguyen's example her Hopf links

At Dub

1
t

t o

9 90
y



If we look at the twister lifts we see that
the limit is a pair at J hot discs in

Z which meet at the point z which

corresponds to jz on Tco o o 144

which makes BOTH

To o oD AND Tcoo o complex lives

Now in general asking her a pair of
discs to meet in a G manifold
is to impose a 2 dimensional constraint

So how view point of Z we should

expect that the set of Hopf links
in Y which are billed by a pair al

hot discs in Z which have non trivial
intersection should be coolin 2



This is a theorem that I I explain in a

bit but here's evidence

One
way

to make a Hopf link is

to take a pair of 2D linear subspaces

V W e IR which meet transversely
at the origin

Then Now n s HCV W
is a Hopf link

HIV WI is billed by a unique pair at
minimal discs

DW Va B4
D W Wn BY

Obviously they meet at 0

These lift to a pair at J hot discs
DCU and Btw in Z



But these discs meet in Z it and only
if V and W are complex lines for
THE SAME j

V alone already determines j so

we're asking
her the real 2D

subspace W to actually be j complex

This is asking her W e Gr 2,4 Colin 4

to lie in a copy of Qp dun 2

So Dev nDIW I 0 defines a
codimension 2 Subset in

the space at all pains V W

The corresponding Hopf links HCVW

are among the bad links in Yz
that we should exclude









O Zt
J Cgg Riz O

O a pie I I

where 2 I
O Z 2

Rez I f z o

g
cross product

Zz Zn w Z

PCH 1 Zz projection onto

planet to Z

KEY POINT is the 2X Plz which
blows up as x o

Matrix her J is 7 7 because we've
used 70 coordinates x yip But

actually we're interested in 121 7



















 Recall

I 111 is twitter space ol 1H
J Eells Salamon almost complex structure

g k moduli space of genus g
J hot

curves u F j E J

billing k component links in

83 2,144

Yy k component links

B Jtg k Yr boundary map

Blu j D UCR E s

B is Fredholm map at index 0
between Banach manifolds

Want to understand propernen
of B



Let an jn Z be a

sequence al J holomorphic curves

her which Ln TI un 22 53

converges to a link Les

Want to understand when fun.jo has

convergent subsequence

Write fetroun I THY

Conformal parametrisation at minimal

surface

COMACTNESS THEOREM A

Suppose that jus j a complex structure

out Then up to a subsea

fu to ja It conformal

param at a minimal surface filling his

It moreover f has no critical points
then un up the twister lift off



Why worry about critical points of to

Let u Ej 3 Z be T hot twister lilt

at f To U

Fix metric h on I compatible with j

Ulp J on Tap 1H which equals

j on df Tp2

identify skew endomorphism J with

element of 12TH via metric
gyp

h orthonormal home e ez at pet

ulp cindfaddled
Shyp

Denominator vanishes at critical point off



For a single f its no problem critical

points are isolated and a extends smoothly
over them defined on all al I

But her a equence at fu which develop

a critical point in the limit un

might develop a bubble

This really can happen We've

already seen a 3D example

S2

Circles
at

I.fm ae



In the limit as boundary converges
to 2x equator the surfaces converge
to 2x totally geodesic disc

But Gauss map progressively covers more

and more of 52

In the limit we get Gauss map at

totally geodesic disc constant AND

a bubble at the whole at S
at the origin

This is not quite an example fitting
hypotheses at theorem above

j on annuli don't converge boundary
links don't converge



Let Z E Igp be those a j
her which I tou has a critical point

Theorem Z has codimension 2

Justification Consider J hot curves
with a marked point p E E

Moduli space Agin fcuiif.gg
It's a Banach manifold fibres over Ig k
by forgetting the point p

I G JE Ig k

Ifp e Hom YI Hump

rank 2 complex vector space



These vector spacer lit together to give
rank 2 complex vector bundle

N Igi
and Ifp gives a section s of V

S Cu.jp 0 if dfp 0

Fact s vanishes transversely
and so s o E II k is

feal codimension 4

Fibres at Jtg h Hgh are

2 dimensional

s o I

So I R codimension 2



Consequence we can ignore links
which are filled by f with
critical points

Main Theorem

We can count minimal discs 1 e

Degree at P Ho Y is well defined

Proof Up to diffeomorphisms there is

a UNIQUE j on D so we just
fix it

Let BEY be those knots and that
it p u E B then thas branch
points

B has codimension 2 and by
Compaction Theorem A above B is

proper over Yi B



when j don't converge

Deligne Mumford after acting by
diffeomorphisms we can make a

subsequence at jn converge to a

NODAL limit

ie a Riemann surface with some

points glued together to make nodes

A

A

boundary node



COMPACTNESS THEOREM B

It in ja a complex structure on

a NODAL Riemann surface 5 with

boundary then

1 J has NO boundary nodes

2 A subsequence of the fu converges
to a conformal parametrisation
at a nodal minimal surface

fo J AT

le f is ordinary cartermal map
on each component at J and
it agrees on point which are

glued to make nodes

Moreover f 25 Les















Ideas in the proof

Near x 0 each In is a graph over

a cylinder

X O

É

O

Su Lux Co en It

Su p normal to Tpln

Proposition There R E 70 INDEPENDENT

of u so that we can write Me
as a graph over Lux Cast of

map Su

















Willmore comes to the rescue

Minimal surface egu is Euler Lagrange

egu her the area functional

For the Willmore egu we use a

different functional for EE Mig
with mean curvature µ we consider

WII S Mit secgCTI diol
I

where did i induced volume harm
on E

Euler Lagrange equation her W R

called the Willmore equation
elliptic non linear





From here one can use more

traditional methods at geometric

analysis to show su converge
µ Cid


